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In 1889. A. Cayley stated that the number of forests with n labeled vertices that 
consist of s distinct trees such that s specified vertices belong to distinct trees is 
PI”-. ’ ’ for 1 <.s < n. In this paper Cayley’s formula is proved in a very simple 
way. (“ I990 Academic Press, Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A forest is a simple graph that has no cycles. In other words, a forest is 
a simple graph, all of whose components are trees. 
Denote by F(n, s), 1 <s <n, the number of forests having vertex set 
{ 1) 2, . ..) n ‘, and s components which are trees such that vertices 1, 2, . . . . s 
all belong to different trees. We have 
for 1 d s 6 n. In particular, 
F(n, 1) = ?zn z (2) 
is the number of distinct trees with n labeled vertices. 
In 1889, A. Cayley [2] discovered formula (2). Since then various proofs 
have been given for (2) by 0. Dziobek [4], H. Priifer [lo], G. Bol [l], 
L. E. Clarke [3], J. W. Moon [6,7], A. Renyi [ 11, 121, and others. 
A. Cayley 123 also stated formula (l), but he did not indicate how to 
prove it. In 1959 A. Renyi [ll] gave an analytic proof for (1). For other 
proofs of (1) we refer to J. W. Moon [8,9], J. Riordan [ 131, V. F. Kolchin 
[5], and V. N. Sachkov [14]. All these proofs are analytic in nature and 
presume that the particular case (2) has already been proved. In what 
follows we shall give an elementary proof of (1) which does not presume 
(2). 
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2. PROOF OF CAYLEY’S FORMULA 
The proof of (1) is based on the following recurrence formula. If n > 1 
and 1 <s<n, then 
F(n,s)=nf’ ‘7’ 
( > 
F(n- l,s+j- l), 
,=o 
(3) 
where F(1, I)=1 and F(n,O)=O for n> 1. To prove (3) let us consider a 
forest having vertex set { 1, 2, . . . . n} and .P components which are trees such 
that vertices 1, 2, . . . . s all belong to different trees. In this forest vertex 1 
may have degree j = 0, 1, . . . . n -s; that is, vertex 1 may be connected to j 
vertices in the set of vertices {s+ 1, . . . . n}. Let us call these j vertices 
secondary vertices. We can choose j secondary vertices among the n -s 
vertices in (.)‘) ways. Now let us remove vertex 1 and all the j edges 
emanating from vertex 1. Then the remaining graph becomes a forest 
having vertex set j2, 3, . . . . n} and consisting of s + j- 1 components which 
are trees such that vertices 2, 3, . . . . s and the j secondary vertices all belong 
to different trees. The number of such forests is F(n - 1, s +j - 1). If we add 
(‘7 “) F(n - 1, s + j - 1) for all possible values of j we obtain F(n, s). This 
proves (3). 
By using (3) we can prove (1) by mathematical induction. If n = 1, then 
(1) is evidently true. Let us suppose that F(n- 1, i) = i(n - l)+-* for 
ldi<n-1 andn>l. Then by (3), 
for 1 ,<sdn and n> 1. In (4) we write j(“;,l’ )=(n-s)(“;2;‘) forj> 1 and 
apply the binomial theorem. This completes the proof of (1). 
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